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Recognize valuable data into the wild
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Machine Learning is about creating

which is not his job in a first place.
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new tyrosine kinase inhibitors (ITKs), or new trreatments associated
with Imatinib to overcome the resistance of oncogenic proteins, you
want to receive a straight up answer with all the links pointing out to
every data related to it.

AS AI IN 3 STEPS

1

Entity recognition : what’s the document about? AS
DSD has been trained to work out these complex
information with both supervised and unsupervised

2

Tailored AI : AS AI learns from your data in order to
implement your details into the core technology. Drugs,
names, molecules etc., we integrate your vocabulary

3

Improve significance

Ontologies : apart from structural details, we process
deep links which gives our AI the ability to find paths
between data : compliant with SNOMED CT, HL7,
LOINC, BAO and others

81% of all data stored in pharmaceutical
companies are unstructured (International

Infobesity is the definition of being information-driven and not being able to find anything

Data Corporation, March 2019).
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which is basically asking a scientist to

Distributed architecture
Advanced filtering and Access rights

relevant due to the excessive amount of input when querying or requesting data.
Several issues rose from these wild data

Included

Structuring data works on several levels :

Index Data Warehouse (AS DSD Index)

languages, frame, associated concepts and

Original Data Retrieve

quantities. To this day, no system handles

Recommandations and Customization

these 3 altogether, except for compiled
solutions.

New content processing

Deep-Science Dive

ORDER THE SYSTEM TO
DIVE INTO YOUR QUERIES
In order to create a good AI work environment, we need to keep the general priceless data infrastructure systems are built on. Softwares do not usually work along
just fine, but AS DSD manages to leverage the advantages of what’s there and
use it as solid foundations in order to build the new Search Application on top.
ArcaScience Deep-Science Dive is a unique way of crunching data and retrieving what’s most

Sharing is caring

valuable to the researcher : literature ; molecules reacting with specific environments, patients
or physiological statements ; datasheets reporting specific chunks of DNA codes ; etc.

Aside from all kinds of functionalities we put out, one is illustrating ArcaSci-

It is up to you to leverage what’s most valuable :

ence’s core value : ArcaShare. Once R&D data have been implemented into

- Specify which type of data you expect to retrieve (reports, articles, clinical trials, etc.)

AS DSD Index Data Warehouse, opening the plateform to selected stakehold-

- Dig into ArcaScience Open Database, our 44 million scientific articles database
- Associate it with specific skills on the network (featuring researchers’ profiles)

ers, colleagues, other R&D organizations, consortiums and/or to the entire

- Add specific restrictions to isolate potential reagents or molecular pathway

community can be achieved easily. The High performance ArcaScience data

- Save your complex query

infrastructure can, in an instant, absorb the additional data querying and,

- Extract datasets or datasheets

thus, dramatically improve reviewing work, collective intelligence, open in-

- Quote, share , remodel newly assembled datasets

novation and increase the overall end-user community.

- Buy and sell advanced qualified datasets on ArcaScience Marketplace

The datashare option is built to optimize clinical trials with a little help from
all the coordinated databases (inside and/or outside the company). Over the
years, clinical trial generated billions of tables and rows per study and drug.
We offer a way to merge clinical trial data silos through personalized variable
search filters. You can also add any metadata search and variable you may
need in order to generate the output you really are looking for. Get out of wild
data storage and start generating your own complex and qualified shared
data masterfile.
In

the

end,

R&D

end

users

and

researchers

get

an

staggering

velocity

and

time-sav-

ing boost, but there is another field which takes direct advantage of our solution : IT teams.
User requirements are addressed faster, IT managers become data driven, therefore saving huge amount of
time and becoming motivated and positive contributors to the solution.

Conclusion
ArcaScience Artificial Intelligence is a game changer for companies which have been drowning in
data without being able to take advantage of it broadly and deeply. We use highly advanced
technologies in order to leverage knowledge and turn your sleeping power into a massively
productive R&D advantage.
Our Deep-Science Dive tool is the last piece of the puzzle, missing from all the other solutions,
which will once and for all allow your company to harness the full potential of your specialized
big data.
No more useless datalakes.
No more AI needing the heaviest amount of qualified data which have to be gathered, structured,
enriched and extracted in a first place.
End-users will inherit a powerful tool, and the company will notice the overall effect of properly
transformed knowledge and how it effectively multiplies its power, just as Robert Noyce wrote.
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